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ADI launches BEPS Monitoring Unit In this issue
ADI is launching a Unit to monitor BEPS on behalf of the alternative asset
management and its fund domiciles. BEPS will affect the alternative asset
management industry and the jurisdictions that it uses to domicile its funds
in a variety of different ways.
It is quite possible that BEPS will have more impact on this industry’s overall
structure than all the other regulatory and fiscal measures that have come
along since the 1990s have had combined. Nonetheless the alternative
fund industry has been slow to get to grips with BEPS – and in the coming
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months what has now been signed off will begin to be implemented.
As a result ADI is launching its BEPS Monitoring Unit, both to bring the
industry up to speed on this measure and to allow alternative managers and
others affected with a forum to debate what is going on.

News

In the coming months ADI will be publishing White Papers on various
BEPS implementation issues as well as hosting webcasts and sessions
at its events on this topic. It will also be expanding its coverage of BEPS
in each monthly issue of ADI. If you would like to know about ADI’s BEPS
Monitoring Unit please e-mail Tamara Sims (sims@ifiglobal.com).

Brexit? What Brexit?
Research conducted by IFI Global with alternative managers touched on
Brexit. The research found that the referendum result hasn’t troubled UK
managers, including those with many EU investors. They say they will just
expand in Dublin and Luxembourg. But it is unlikely that EU jurisdictions have
the resources to cope with this influx.
UK alternative managers with many EU investors think that they can avoid
any damaging consequences from Brexit just by expanding their presence in
jurisdictions like Dublin and Luxembourg, according to research conducted
by IFI Global, ADI’s parent. But if these research results are correct then these
managers might be in for a surprise.
First, the background. Between June and September 2016 ADI’s parent,
IFI Global, undertook a major research with alternative managers on fund
structuring. Managers with a combined AUM of $489 bn, took part in the
survey. The fieldwork had just begun when the result of the UK’s referendum
on the EU became known. At that point a couple of questions were added
onto the survey to get an understanding of what London based managers
thought the result might mean for their businesses. 
Continued on page 15 >>
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